
Stay in front of the FLGISA Membership! 
Dear Valued Colleagues, 

On behalf of the FLGISA Board of Directors, we are excited to announce a new initiative from the FLGISA!  The Board has approved the 
use of a Vendor Directory product that gives you, as a valued, participating vendor partner who invests in our Association, a dedicated 
profile to showcase your organization and products to the general FLGISA membership!  Our goal is to include all vendor partners who 
have participated at our FLGISA events over the last several years in this Directory, giving our FLGISA membership the opportunity to 
find your solutions and make a connection with you through this platform.  We believe that this platform may continue to create 
interest and sales for you, while providing a vehicle for our membership to research and connect with you -- a win-win for both our 
vendor partners and membership outside of our regular annual and winter conferences!   

Please know, this is a complimentary invitation to you, and is an included benefit to you for being a valued vendor partner, supporting 
our Association.  Please consider taking a few minutes to publish your company information and unique services for our membership.   

 

Here are some added points of value and benefits that the FLGISA Vendor Directory would provide: 

 Get listed in the go-to resource that the majority of FLGISA members will use to search for vendor solutions! 
 Interact and market yourself in front of the entire FLGISA membership outside of our regular events! 
 Describe your organization and services in as much detail as you like! 
 Upload sample cooperative contracts, awarded contracts, and bid information! 
 Reference other FLGISA members you are currently doing business with! (with their permission) 
 Publish company/service-specific articles that other FLGISA members will be able to read! 
 Receive vetted reviews from FLGISA members, and ability to respond to reviews with comments! 
 Receive messages and communications from interested FLGISA members directed to your email address! 
 Utilize included Official Vendor List Member Badge and QR codes to drive members to your profile! 
 https://directory.flgisa.org -- Secured with SSL and private for FLGISA members and vendor partners only! 

 

We look forward to connecting with you on the FLGISA Vendor Directory! 
For any questions, or to initiate your account, please contact us:  

FLGISA  •  Phone: 407-367-1737 •   Email: admin@flgisa.org  


